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Abstract. Philosophers have probably been organizing conferences since at least the time of
Plato’s academy (Barnes, 1998). More recently, philosophers have brought some of their
conferences online (e.g., Brown, 2009; Buckner, Byrd, Rushing, & Schwenkler, 2017;
Calzavarini & Viola, 2018; Nadelhoffer, 2006). However, the adoption of online conferences is
limited. One might wonder if scholars prefer traditional conferences for their ability to provide
goods that online conferences cannot. While this may be true, online conferences outshine
traditional conferences in various ways, and at a significantly lower cost. By considering the
costs and benefits of both conference models, we may find reasons to prefer online to
traditional conferences in some circumstances. This paper shares the methods, quantitative
results, and qualitative results of the Minds Online conferences of 2015, 2016, and 2017. The
evidence suggests that the online conference model can help scholars better understand their
profession, share the workload of conference organizing, increase representation for
underrepresented groups, increase accessibility to attendees, decrease monetary costs for
everyone involved, sustain conference activity during states of emergency, and reduce their
carbon footprint. So, the advantages of traditional conferences might be outweighed by their
higher costs after all.
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Philosophers have not been shy about doing philosophy online. The commercial online
service DIALOG was created around 1972 (Bjørneer & Ardito, 2003). Before the end of the decade,
philosophers were using DIALOG for bibliographic indexing (Philosophy Documentation Center,
1979). Later, the distributed discussion system Usenet, was established (Hauben & Hauben, 1997).
And by 1983, philosophers and other academics were discussing philosophy on Usenet (Vestal,
1983). With the advent of email, online philosophy discourse continued via listservs like the
PHILOS-L (Clark, 1989). In the 1990’s philosophers brought philosophy to static webpages. So
many philosophy webpages were created that by 1993, a website was created to catalogue
philosophy webpages (Alexander, 1995). Soon enough, philosophy had online encyclopedias (e.g.,
De Mol, 1995/2018; Zalta, 1995/2018), online journal articles (e.g., Swartz, 1993), online article
reviews (e.g., Weithman, 1995), online magazines (e.g., Stangroom, 1997), and online profiles
(e.g., Chalmers, 1994). A list of these and other examples of the earliest online philosophy can be
found in Table 1—links that are no longer live can be found using the Way Machine (Internet
Archive).
Table 1. The early history of online philosophy.
Year
1979
1983
1986
1989
1993
1993
1994
1994
1995
1995
1995
1996
1997
1997

Description
Philosopher’s Index (Online via DIALOG)
Usenet
HUManities BULletin Board (HUMBUL)
Philos-L
A Guide to Philosophy in Cyberspace
Electronic Journal of Analytic Philosophy
David Chalmers (personal website)
University of Chicago Philosophy Project
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy
Brown Electronic Article Review Service
Brown Electronic Article Review Symposia
The Philosophers’ Magazine
EpistemeLinks

URL
philindex.org
alt.philosophy, net.philosophy, etc.
humbul.ac.uk
philos-l@liv.ac.uk
personal.monash.edu/au/~dey/phil
ejap.louisiana.edu
artsci.wustl.edu/~chalmers/
csmaclab-www.uchicago.edu/philosophyproject/philos.html
plato.stanford.edu
iep.utm.edu/home/about/
www.brown.edu/departments/philosophy/bears/homepage.html
(ibid.)
philosophersmag.com
epistemelinks.com
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Online Philosophy Conferences
At some point, philosophers were organizing online reading groups (Cohen, 1993), online
symposia (Dreier & Estlund, 1996), and online conferences such as the Online Philosophy
Conference (Nadelhoffer, 2006; 2007), the Online Consciousness Conference (Brown, 2009, 2010,
2011, 2012, 2013), the Minds Online conference (Buckner, Byrd, & Schwenkler, 2015c, 2016;
Buckner, Byrd, Rushing, & Schwenkler 2017), and the Neural Mechanisms Webconference
(Calzavarini & Viola, 2019). To give an idea of the reach of online philosophy conferences, the
page views for conference are reported in Table 2.
Table 2. Online philosophy conferences and views
Conference

Views

Online Philosophy Conference (2006)

>30,000

Online Philosophy Conference (2007)

>14,000

Online Consciousness Conference (2009)

≅11,000

Online Consciousness Conference (2010)
Online Consciousness Conference (2011)

≅14,000
≅ 20,000

Online Consciousness Conference (2012)

>16,000

Online Consciousness Conference (2013)

≅ 25,000

Minds Online Conference (2015)

12,795

Minds Online Conference (2016)
Minds Online Conference (2017)

10,745
9,998

Neural Mechanisms Webconference (2018)

≅ 500

Alas, all but one of these online philosophy conferences have ceased. While participants
found these conferences highly rewarding, the organizers found the workload of annual conference
organizing to be unsustainable (Buckner, Byrd, & Schwenkler, 2015b). So one might wonder how
to replicate the online conference so as to share the burden of serving the profession. Further, one
might wonder why philosophers should take on this particular burden in the first place. What do
we actually know about online philosophy conferences and how they compare to traditional
conferences? This chapter addresses some of these inquires by explaining the methods of one of
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the longest-running online philosophy conferences, sharing its quantitative and qualitative results,
and highlighting the relative advantages of the online philosophy conference model.
Design & Evaluation Considerations
Conferences can serve a wide range of needs, from pre-publication peer-review to dialogue
about the profession’s climate. Given this wide range of needs, conference design and evaluation
involves many considerations. This chapter will focus on three elements that are relevant to
designing and evaluating conferences: data, workload, inclusivity, emergency resilience, and
sustainability.
Data. Conferences are a source of valuable data about the profession, such as demographic
information, trending topics, linguistic patterns, etc. Online conferences are entirely digital. So
online conferences provide ready-made quantitative and qualitative data for analysis. Therefore,
the professional value of online conference data is more easily analyzed.
Of course, gathering and sharing data from traditional “brick and mortar” conferences can
be just as valuable to the profession. Indeed, various claims about the profession and its climate
can be answered by more rigorously analyzing data from both online and traditional conferences.
Alas, these data are rarely public or digital and therefore inaccessible for such analysis. This
chapter presents quantitative and qualitative data about one of the longest-running online
philosophy conferences in hopes that such data gathering and sharing will become the norm.
Workload. At first glance, online conferences seem to involve less workload. They are less
encumbered by the need to plan travel, accommodation, meals, childcare, physical accessibility,
and the like. And everything occurs online and electronically. So conference responsibilities can
be fulfilled anywhere that offers internet access. These features of online conferences can make
online conference organizing easier. However, not all online conference models are so location
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independent—e.g., online conferences that record a live panel discussion from one location.
Further, not all traditional conferences are so technology-dependent—e.g., conferences in which
presenters read from printed copies of their papers. So while the workload of each online
conference might be lower, on average, than its traditional counterpart, there will surely be
exceptions to this average difference between individual online conferences and more traditional
conferences.
Further, there are longitudinal differences in workload between online and traditional
conferences. Traditional conference organizing responsibilities are often handed off from year to
year so that the workload is more distributed amongst its members. However, online conference
organizing requires somewhat specialized experience or skill (e.g., with content management
systems like WordPress, web development more generally, etc.) that traditional conference
organizing might not. So insofar as this experience and skill is less common among academic
philosophers, the workload of online conference organizing cannot be as widely distributed as the
workload of traditional conference organizing—at least, not until more members of the profession
become familiar with online content creation and management. This is, in part, why the present
paper attempts to make its methods transparent. The hope is that publishing this information will
reveal how easily online conferences can be replicated.
Emergency Resilience. Many conferences can be disrupted by natural disasters, disease
outbreak, and other unexpected emergencies. Worse, traditional conferences expose attendees to
local emergencies, toxins, or communicable diseases. Of course, online communities can continue
to function in the wake of local, national, or global states of emergency (Guan & Chen, 2014; Kim
& Park, 2020). As a result, online conferences may be valuable alternatives to traditional
conferences when emergencies are occurring or else predictable.
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Inclusivity. Philosophy has been called “demographically challenged” (Alcoff, 2013). For
instance, academic philosophy still contains a large gender gap (American Philosophical
Association, 2018; Paxton, Figdor, & Tiberius, 2012; Särma, 2016; Saul, 2013) and a larger racial
gap (Botts, Bright, Cherry, Mallarangeng, & Spencer, 2014). Some propose that closing these gaps
not only improves representation, but improves philosophy’s epistemic conditions (King, 2019)
and perhaps counterconditions undesirable stereotypes (Byrd, 2019). Fortunately, online
conferences can be less constrained by location, scheduling, childcare, and other variables,
eliminating barriers that might prevent already underrepresented scholars from participating in
more traditional conferences. Data in the present chapter provides some support for this optimism
about the inclusivity of online conferences.
Sustainability. Scholars are realizing the need for more sustainable conference practices
(e.g., Reay, 2003). Online conferences can significantly reduce carbon output by eliminating the
need for carbon-intensive air travel and other forms of transportation. And with the advent of
renewable-powered data centers (e.g., Anthes, 2007), online conferences might even be able to
become carbon neutral. So insofar as scholars want to reduce their profession’s carbon footprint,
they should seek to adopt methods that transitioning more conferences to the online format. This
chapter offers one set of such methods (see also Chow-Fraser, Miya, & Rossier, 2018).
The Minds Online Conference
Method
The Minds Online conferences were organized in 2015, 2016, and 2017 by Cameron
Buckner, Nick Byrd, John Schwenkler, and Bruce Rushing and in association with The Brains
Blog. The conference proceedings can be found at mindsonline.philosophyofbrains.com.
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Call For Papers. Each year’s call for papers was posted at the beginning of the calendar
year to PhilEvents.org (PhilPapers & Institute of Philosophy). The CFP would include a
description of the conference, a list of the keynote presenters, a list of suggested paper topics, and
submission instructions. In addition to being advertised to PhilEvents users, the call for papers was
advertised on The Brains Blog (Piccinini, 2005), on email listservs such as Philos-L, on social
media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter (via The Brains Blog page and the organizers’
personal profiles). The deadline for papers was in March (Table 3).
Table 3. Timeline for annual Minds Online Conference organizing.
January or February
March
April
May
August
September

Call for papers posted, advertised
Deadline for conference submissions, reviewers solicited
Deadline for responding to authors, invited commenters solicited
Deadline for commenters to confirm, for authors to send revisions
Deadline for comments to send comments to authors, organizers
First conference session begins (Table 4).

The Minds Online conference required submissions to adhere to the following guidelines:
•

limited to approximately 3,500-7,500 words

•

prepared for anonymous review

•

described with several keywords

•

accompanied with an abstract of no more than 500 words

•

submitted as .doc, .pdf, or .rtf

Authors submitted their name, contact information, current position, email address,
keywords, an anonymized copy of their paper and an anonymized cover page to The Brains Blog
(Schwenkler, 2014) via an online form (JotForm, 2006).
Review. In 2015, double-blind review was used. In 2016 and 2017 triple-blind review was
employed—only one author was asked to review their own paper and the author notified the
organizers of their error so that they could find another reviewer. Reviewers were solicited by the
6
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organizers via the conference’s Gmail address. Reviewers indicated their name, the title of the
submission they reviewed, whether or not they would be willing to comment on the submission if
accepted, their rating of the submission on a scale ranging from 1 (Unacceptable) to 5 (Excellent),
their (optional) comments for the author, their (optional) their comments for the organizers
(optional). Reviews were submitted via Google Forms (Google, 2016).
Invited Commenters. Invited commenters were recommended by authors and reviewers.
Organizers invited commenters via the conference’s Gmail address. The deadline to submit invited
comments to authors and organizers was August (Table 3).
Scheduling. Each conference included three to four sessions. Each session lasted one week
(Table 4). It included a keynote presentation, three to four contributed presentations, and two to
four invited commenters for each contributed session. Each paper presentation and invited
comments were published the weekend before the Monday of its session. Public comments were
enabled on Monday. The goal of this posting schedule was to allow for pre-reading and,
subsequently, more careful and reflective public comments. Keynote presentations were also
posted on the Monday of the session, when public commenting began.
Table 4. Timeline for each Minds Online Conference session.
Saturday
Monday
Friday
Saturday

Publish, announce Nth session’s contributed presentations with invited comments.
Publish keynote presentation. Enable and announce public commenting.
Announce final day to comment on Nth session. End public commenting at end of day.
Publish, announce [N+1]th session contributed presentations with invited comments.

Presentation. Presentations included a short video, created by the author(s). Organizers
encouraged videos to be short, (e.g., “about 5 minutes”), simple, and to provide only an overview
of the paper. Nonetheless, the length, style, and depth of videos varied widely. Videos were shared
with organizers via cloud storage services and then uploaded to the Minds Online conference
YouTube channel by organizers (Buckner, Byrd, & Schwenkler, 2015a). Once uploaded, videos
7
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were embedded at the top of their corresponding paper presentation. So each presentation
included—in the following order—the presenter’s video, the presentation title, the author’s name
and affiliation (with a link to their personal website), the presenter’s paper (in html, but with a link
to a printer-friendly PDF version at the beginning), and links to invited comments, as pictured in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Example of Minds Online Conference post.
Comments. Like many conferences, one of the purposes of the Minds Online conference
was to give scholars papers access to pre-publication feedback on their papers. So appended to
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every conference presentation were invited comments from a few relevant experts. This (a) ensured
that every presentation had an audience of scholars in its field and (b) identified specific avenues
of discussion for the five-day open comment periods for each presentation. Invited comments were
appended to and published at the same time as their corresponding paper. Also, invited comments
were also pinned to the top of the comments section—i.e., invited comments always appeared
before public comments.
It was decided a priori to abstain from creating a comment policy or moderating comments
until a need for moderation and corresponding policy arose. In three years of conferencing, no
need arose. Posting comments required commenters to type their name and email address into the
comment form—email addresses were visible only to the organizers managing the website via the
password-protected WordPress content management system.
Website

management.

The

conference

was

hosted

on

a

subdomain

of

philosophyofbrains.com. The hosting company created the subdomain and installed the opensource WordPress content management system on it (Wordpress.org, 2003). The appearance of the
website was adapted from the Twenty Fifteen theme (Wordpress.org, 2014). Presentations were
created by copying text from .doc or .rtf files and pasting it into new posts. (Nota bene: at the time,
figures and images could not be copied and pasted. Instead, they were uploaded and inserted into
posts one-at-a-time.) Each presentation’s blog post was time-stamped so that they appeared on the
blog page in the same order as the program. Each year’s conference program was published in
“page” format. Each program contained links to each presentation. Each session of each year’s
conference had its own category so that users could view each session as one webpage. The
conference logo was found in a public domain image library.
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Pre-print concerns. A small minority of scholars expressed concern about having their
paper posted online for the Minds Online conference. The worry was that posting the paper for the
conference could constitute publication and prevent revised versions of their papers from being
eligible for publication in academic journals due to a relative lack of originality. These worries
were assuaged when organizers of the conference relayed their experience of publishing papers
whose earlier drafts had circulated at traditional and online conferences. The worries were further
assuaged by the fact that many papers shared during the online conference were published in
respected journals afterward (Minds Online Conference, 2018).
Results
Some aspects of the online conferences can be analyzed quantitatively, such as online
conference visitors, page views, presentations, comments, and social media shares. The following
data come from Wordpress.com and publicly available data about the Minds Online Conferences
of 2015, 2016, and 2017.
Descriptive Statistics. Data about conference participation, inclusivity, and video were
gather from WordPress, from presenters, and from YouTube. These data are reported below.
Participation. Participation data was obtained using the "Stats" feature in WordPress. The
number of visitors, page views, submissions, comments, and social media shares for each year are
reported in Table 5. By design, the 2017 Minds Online conference included only three sessions
and lasted only three weeks compared to four sessions over four weeks in 2015 and 2016. Data for
these years show a slight decline in more superficial forms of participation such as page views per
year, but slight increases in more substantial forms of participation such as visitors per week and
comments per presentation.
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Table 5. Traffic statistics for each year of the Minds Online Conference.
Mean Visitors/Week
Total Visitors
Total Page views
Mean Comments/Presentation
Mean Shares/Presentation

2015
3,199
5,173
12,795
30
41.22

2016
2,786
4,234
10,745
48
Unknown

2017
3,333
3,615
9,998
38
Unknown

Inclusivity. Gender composition of Minds Online presenters and geographic composition
of participants for each year of the Minds Online conference is reported in Table 6. The proportion
of submissions from women was at least as high as the 25.1% of postsecondary philosophy
instructors in the United States that are women (American Philosophical Association, 2017). In
2015, double-blind peer review selected a higher rate of women than men. Triple-blind review
selected a higher rate of women than men in 2016, but not in 2017. Additionally, in every year of
the Minds Online conference the largest share of page views came from outside the USA. These
data might suggest that the conference was at least as inclusive as the average philosophy
conference in the United States. Without publicly accessible conference data, this hypothesis is
difficult to test.
Video content. Most presenters created videos to accompany their papers, as recommended
by the organizers. Video durations ranged from 61 seconds to 26 minutes, 48 seconds. As this is
being written, individuals Minds Online videos have been watched between 41 and 1873 times.
Inferential Statistics. Participation varied over the course of each conference. One might
wonder how session order (e.g., beginning, middle, or end of the conference), presentation type
(i.e., keynote vs. contributed), or presenter gender accounted for variance in conference
participation (i.e., page views or comments). Multiple regression analysis revealed that
participation, measured by views, varied significantly by session order and gender, but not
presentation type. Specifically, participation decreased from the beginning to the end of each
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conference, on average, but page views were significantly higher for presentations by women, on
average (Figure 2, Figure 3)—despite fewer women presenters. Standardized correlation
coefficients, effect sizes, and p-values are reported in Table 6.
Table 6. Participation by presentation type, session order, and presenter gender.
Session Order (Week 1 – Week 4)
Presentation Type (Keynote vs. Cont.)
Gender (Men = 1, Women =2)
Year (2015, 2016, 2017)

Standardized Coefficient
-.47
-.04
.28
-.18

F (1,45)
13.12
0.01
4.66
2.1

P
.001
.752
.038
.153

Figure 2. Average page views for presentations per week by gender with standard error bars.
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Figure 3. Average comments on presentations per week by gender with std. error bars.
Multiple regression also revealed that the average number of comments per presentation
increased marginally by Week (β = .27, F(1,45) = 3.6, p = 0.064), but did not vary significantly by
Presentation Type, Gender, or Year (ps > 0.23). Nonetheless, there were noticeable differences in
comments received by men and women from year to year (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Average comments on men’s’ and women’s’ presentations per year.
Qualitative Analysis. Minds Online participants and presenters were given the option to
complete a post-conference survey. When asked about their overall experience, 5% selected
“negative”, 17% selected “positive”, and 78% selected “positive”. Also, when prompted with,
“Feel free to tell us anything that might help us improve the Minds Online conference,” responders
reported outstandingly positive experiences. For example, “I had an overall great experience” and
“I think the conference is overall fantastic and I consider it the gold standard for how to do an
online conference.” More specifically, Minds Online participants and presenters mentioned
valuing the online conferences’ accessibility, pace, video content, and commentary. However,
some participants expressed concerns about the duration and volume of the conference.
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Accessibility. Some presenters and participants who were new to online conferences
seemed to be won over by the accessibility. One presenter went as far as to say, “I loved the Minds
Online format: there was no need to travel […]” and another presenter adds, “Participation was
easy.”
Pace. Like previous online philosophy conferences (e.g., Nadelhoffer, 2006; Brown, 2008),
the Minds Online conference lasted several weeks. Allowing a few days for people to comment
created the opportunity for more careful and extended discussion. And dividing the conference
into separate weeks seemed to be appreciated. “I really appreciated the pacing of the discussion.
[I]n traditional conferences, just attending the talks you want to attend can be extremely exhausting.
For this reason, I think not posting all papers in one go was the right decision,” reported a presenter.
Despite valuing more time and sessions, participants also valued periodic deadlines—e.g., the final
day to comment on a session. One participant reported, “Knowing that I had a deadline if I wanted
to comment really helped me focus as an audience member. It also helped make it feel more like a
‘real’ conference. The amount of time allotted, and overall pace was good.”
Video. Most Minds Online presenters created the recommended video introduction to their
paper. Some participants reported appreciation of the videos, but also reported a preference for
short introductory videos rather than longer, more comprehensive videos. A participant reported,
“I like having the videos there. It’s nice especially when I get to see and hear the author; it
humanizes the whole process. I find myself not watching the entire videos, though, and rely on the
actual papers to get the philosophical content.” Another participant seconded this point. “[I]f one
is going to just make one video then [a] short abstract one is best. Most people get the argument
from the paper but [the video] makes it feel more like you are engaging with a person [because]
you can at least track their tone and inflection a little.”
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Comments. Invited comments were submitted to presenters at least a week before the
presentation, giving presenters ample time to formulate careful responses. Many presenters were
impressed by the quality of invited comments. “I really enjoyed the opportunity to have such great
invited comments,” reported a presenter.
Public commenting was open for five days for each paper—after papers had been available
for pre-reading over the weekend. The descriptive statistics revealed that many participants
commented, suggesting that commenting was easy and rewarding. Both presenters and participants
seem to confirm this. One presenter reports,
[We] received really helpful commentary from commentators who likely would have
declined to comment on our paper at a traditional conference due to travel and timing
issues. [O]ur paper received more exposure than it would have had at a traditional
conference. [M]y co-author and I had lots of people comment to us about the paper
(outside of the conference comments) or mention that someone else had posted a link
to it somewhere or was discussing it on twitter or another blog. […] I found the back
and forth with our commentators to be immensely helpful and productive. This is one
of the biggest benefits of the online format in my opinion.
Other presenters reported, “I thought the Minds Online Conference had an impressive
lineup of talks and commenters and many of the discussions went really well,” and “I found the
quality of the comments wonderful.” Participants also praised the commentary. For example,, “I
[got] a lot out of just ‘lurking’ and observing the various exchange (even if I couldn’t find time to
articulate a comment)”.
Volume. One consistent line of constructive feedback from presenters and participants
concerned volume. Papers and commentaries seemed too numerous or too long for many survey
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responders’ schedules. As one participant reported, “[I]t was very hard to find the time to
participate in as many sessions as I wanted to, compared to a normal conference [because I had to]
weigh [conference participation] against all my other responsibilities.” Another participant
reported a similar sentiment, “My only complaint is that I felt overwhelmed by the volume of
excellent material. I wanted to read and comment on several papers, but simply couldn't keep up
with more than one or two.” Some presenters had similar concerns, “I do think there were too
many talks, such that most of them did not seem to garner enough attention.” Other survey
responders were more concerned about the length of presentations and commentaries. For instance,
someone wrote, “The papers were too long to facilitate online discussion. […] The comments were
also very long for the Internet format.”
Costs. The total monetary cost of hosting Minds Online conference is about $15 per month.
That is the cost of hosting philosophyofbrains.com, including the cost of the conference’s
subdomain mindsonline.philosophyofbrains.com. Co-organizers volunteered their time. The
conference was advertised on PhilEvents.org at no cost. Peer-reviewers volunteered their time. The
conference was advertised at no cost by Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit users. Keynote and
contributed presenters volunteered their time. Invited commenters volunteered their time. The
conference’s videos are hosted on YouTube at no monetary cost. And, of course, there were no
costs associated with travel, lodging, childcare, or food.
The labor costs for the Minds Online conference were low compared to a more traditional
conference. However, as many other online philosophy conference organizers report (Brown,
2015; Nadelhoffer, 2015), the labor required to organize an online conference was not insignificant.
Other online conference organizers report, “It was also an awful lot of work putting [the online
conference] together. […] First, as a junior philosopher, I had a number of other things that had to
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take precedence–namely, research and teaching. [So] it seemed like I was stretched thin enough as
things were.” Another online conference organizer reports, “I [organized the online] conferences
while teaching a 5/4 load. As the years went by and the committee work and professional
commitments grew, I became overwhelmed [even though] I really did enjoy [and benefit from]
organizing it.” Indeed, part of the reason that the Minds Online conference was put on hold after
the 2017 conference was that it constituted undue opportunity costs for its organizers. This is
largely due to the highly competitive nature of hiring and promotion in academic philosophy and
the relatively low institutional rewards for professional service such as conference organizing.
These conditions leave early career philosophers with little incentive to serve their colleagues by
organizing conferences—online or otherwise.
Discussion
The data suggest that the Minds Online produced the kind of participation, inclusivity, and
impact to which many conference organizers aspire. Presenters and participants alike clearly
reported being appreciative of the online conference format in general and the Minds Online
conferences in particular. Of course, the data also reveal some opportunities to improve online
conferences—e.g., by adjusting duration and volume. Online conference organizers could provide
important professional insight by incorporating these insights into future online conferences and
publishing their results for comparison.
General Discussion
The Minds Online conference results suggest that online conferences can improve scholars’
conferencing practices and experiences. It has produced useful data about the academy, shared the
workload of conference organizing, maintained or improved representation for underrepresented
groups, and reduced the academy’s carbon footprint. Moreover, the cost of obtaining all of these
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benefits was strikingly lower than the cost of a traditional conference. This raises questions about
the advantages of the online conference model vs. more traditional conference models.
Advantages of Online Conferencing
The Minds Online Conference revealed that the online conference format has many
advantages. These advantages include presentation quality, commentary quality, pace, cost,
convenience, and safety.
Presentation quality. One clear advantage is quality of the presentations. Naturally, this
quality is largely determined by the quality of the submission pool and selection process. While
both online and traditional conferences can employ rigorous selection processes, the online
conference does not disincentivize submissions based on geographic distance, travel funding,
teaching load, physical ability, or childcare needs. So the online conference allows not only more
submissions, but more high-quality submissions that tend not to be submitted to or presented at
traditional conferences. Of course, submission quantity can also be aided by associating an online
conference with a large, existing online community such as The Brains Blog contributors and
readers (Piccinini, 2005).
Commentary quality. One reason that the online conference format allows for better
commentary might be that there are fewer spatial and temporal constraints—e.g., for booking
space, scheduling concurrent sessions, etc. Another reason that online conferences can offer
improved commentary is that there are fewer constraints on who can be invited to comment. For
example, invitations need not be limited only to those who can manage to travel to a particular
location at a particular time. Moreover, commentaries can be far more detailed and developed than
a verbal comment or question at a traditional conference. So online conferences can offer all of
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their presenters a quality of commentary that traditional conferences can offer to only a few of
their presenters.
Pace. The traditional conference’s constraints leave little time for people to respond to
presentations and thereby selects for confidence and quick wit. Of course, it is not obvious that
confidence and quick wit correlate with the kind of clarity and philosophical rigor that scholars
hope for in conference feedback. The results of the Minds Online conferences suggest that
allowing more time for reading and commenting allows not only for improvements in comment
quantity, but also improvements in comment quality.
Cost. The monetary and time costs of online conferences are lower for organizers,
presenters, and participants. The main savings come from not having to plan or purchase venue
space, transportation, accommodation, or food. However, there might also be additional time and
cost savings for online conference-goers who participate from home—e.g., savings from not
having to commute, find childcare, purchase professional clothing, clean professional clothing, etc.
Convenience & Safety. Finally, online conference organizers, presenters, and participants
enjoy more autonomy and less inconvenience, stress, and risk than their traditional conference
counterparts. For example, online conference-goers are not at the mercy of transportation systems,
non-optimally accessible venues, limited childcare, or non-inclusive meal options. They can be
anywhere with an internet connection, dressed however they want, eating whatever they need,
attending to all sorts of other needs at work and at home. These benefits are obvious. Less obvious
are the expected events in which these benefits become handy. During multiple years of the Minds
Online conference, many organizers and participants evacuated to hotels or relative’s homes while
hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Michael were wreaking havoc in their backyard. However, everyone
was able to fulfill their conference duties. One might wonder how online conferences might be
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more resilient than traditional conferences in the face of other kinds of emergencies such as virus
outbreaks (Mcauley, 2020). Overall, the flexibility of online conferences in the face of unexpected
emergency is simply not possible for traditional conferences.
Advantages of Traditional Conferencing
Of course, the traditional conference model has benefits that the online conference model
lacks. It is worth acknowledging these advantages and considering how—if at all—online
conferences can achieve similarly advantageous outcomes.
Professional serendipity. Some of the most fortuitous moments in careers occur when
scholars unexpectedly cross paths while at a traditional, in-person conference. These interactions
simply cannot occur—or cannot occur in the same way—online. Perhaps more importantly,
traditional conferences afford opportunities for people to exchange valuable information that is not
usually discussed publicly—e.g., delicate topics or the climate of particular departments. Online
conferences might be able to improve professional serendipity by including a “virtual meet and
greet” in the program (Ransom, 2015) or by creating opportunities for participants to chat
privately—e.g., letting presenters opt to share their email address with participants.
Social efficiency. Socializing via written word, video, and other online mediums is
significantly more effortful and time-consuming than face-to-face conversation. Further, the
probability of confusion, misunderstanding, and offense might be higher in online conversation
where many social cues are easily lost. Worse, these disadvantages of the online conference model
could compound as the volume of a conference increases. One way for online conferences to
compete with traditional conferences’ social efficiency would be to employ technology that mimics
face-to-face interaction—e.g., video conferencing (see Calzavarini & Viola, 2019). Online
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conferences might also reduce their outsized social workloads and risks by limiting the volume of
their presentations and commentaries (ibid.).
Conclusion
Online conferences have provided open access conference presentations and commentary
to thousands of participants all over the world for over a decade—and at a small fraction of the
cost of their traditional conference counterparts. Like previous online philosophy conferences,
Minds online participants viewed their experience favorably (Buckner, Byrd, & Schwenkler,
2015b). Further, the Minds Online conference managed to—among other achievements—
represent some underrepresented groups at least as well as they were represented in the profession
at the time. Of course, there are still many opportunities to improve the methods and results of
online conferences with new innovations as well as past innovations (Calzavarini & Viola, under
review). For example, online conference organizers might attract more submissions by offering
presenters the option of publishing in a special issue of a respected journal after revising their
paper according to the commentary received during the conference (e.g., Brown, 2013). Further
innovation and research should investigate these opportunities to improve online conferences.
Further, there are opportunities to improve conferences more generally. While the nature
of benefits of online conferences and traditional conferences are fundamentally different, there
may be ways to design both traditional and online conferences to get the best of both models. For
those interested in organizing online conferences, the present chapter provides some historical
context, replicable methods, and empirical data about the results. Those interested in continuing
with the traditional conference model may still improve traditional conferences by adopting online
conferences’ innovations in reviewing, commenting, scheduling, and more. Of course, which
methods are most likely to achieve desirable outcomes is an empirical question. So the path to
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improving conferences—online or otherwise—involves more conference organizing and more
data collection, analysis, and publication. However, motivating scholars’ to provide this service to
their profession might require incentives and support from professional institutions that have yet
to be widely adopted in academia (Brown, 2018).
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